Abstract. Due to the very strong interstellar extinction in the inner Galaxy, the stellar complexities of this region have only recently begun to be explored, with many infrared surveys now taking advantage of the reduced extinction at longer wavelengths to study the geometry, chemistry, and dynamics of the Milky Way's innermost kiloparsecs. The new approach presented here applies the RJCE extinction correction method and the longitude-magnitude visualization technique to an extensive near+mid-infrared database (2MASS + GLIMPSE), and we assess the usefulness of this approach in exploring large-scale Galactic structure. By deriving physical parameters of the long bar and central bulge, we demonstrate this approach's efficacy in using archived data to trace large-scale structures previously only mapped by time-intensive, dedicated surveys.
INTRODUCTION AND DATA
Enabled by recent advances in infrared (IR) detection technology, much progress has been made in studying the distribution of stars in the Milky Way's heavily-extincted midplane and bulge regions. However, the census of large stellar components -including the bulge(s), bar(s), spiral arms, and rings -is far from complete. One of the most interesting questions concerns the so-called "long bar," whose orientation has proven surprisingly difficult to constrain, and whose kinematics and chemistry are largely unknown. This poster presents a preliminary study of the long bar and outer bulge using near-and mid-IR photometry from 2MASS and Spitzer GLIMPSE, combined with a stellar population model to aid in interpretation of the results.
We have applied extinction corrections using the Rayleigh-Jeans Color Excess method ( [8] ), and we use the longitude-magnitude visualization tool ( [2] ) to identify and trace stellar density fluctuations that extend coherently over many degrees of longitude.
THE LONG BAR
We detect the long bar of the Milky Way in the longitude-magnitude signature of red clump (RC; metalrich, helium-core-burning) giant stars. Due to the magnitude limits of 2MASS in the crowded midplane, we can only map the midplane long bar in uncorrected magnitudes, but we use Spitzer 4.5 m data to minimize the effects of extinction.
Comparing recent measurements of the long bar angle shows that our best-fit angle of ∼ 35
• is consistent within the uncertainties with many independent studies using a wide variety of measurement techniques (Figure 1, left) . Beyond l ∼ 27
• , we find little-to-no detectable long bar signature, which places the bar end at a Galactic radius R ∼ 4.1 kpc, assuming R = 8.0 kpc, M 4.5 m (RC) = −1.58 mag, and = 35
• .
THE BULGE
In the Galactic bulge itself, we measure the magnitude of the peak stellar density as a function of longitude and wavelength for the extinction-corrected RGB stars. We find close similarity between the shape of the RGB longitude-magnitude feature and that of the RC stars, affirming that these populations reside in the same physical structure (Figure 1, center) . We also confirm that the dereddened colors of the feature are consistent with middle-aged, approximately solar-metallicity RGB giants ( [5] ). By the mismatch between the structure of the observed feature (Figure 1, center) and the bar-less TRILEGAL model (Figure 1, right) , we demonstrate the impact of the bar on the star counts down to |l| ∼ 3
• . The combination of bar and bulge model components appears to reproduce the observed feature shape well, whereas the TRILEGAL model would clearly be ill-fit by a similar combination of components.
CONCLUSIONS
We find the combination of RJCE extinction corrections and longitude-magnitude plots to be a potentially powerful tool for studying the large-scale stellar density of the inner Galaxy. Our best-fit orientation angle for the long bar is 35
• ; though this value is consistent (within the uncertainties) with previous results, the large amount of scatter in the measurements indicates that the picture is not yet complete. We also demonstrate that a bar component is required to reproduce the observed magnitude distribution, even within the bulge-dominated parts of the Galaxy.
